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This document provides Owners and Contractors guidelines for planning, designing,
constructing, improving and maintaining homes in the Creek Harbour Development set forth by
the Architectural Review Committee. This document may be updated at any time to document
standards, requirements, and processes as needed. Please check that this is the latest version of
the document by accessing the Creek Harbour POA website.
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The Creek Harbour Development in Prince Creek was established in 2003. The developer envisioned a picturesque
setting isolated from traffic and noise and nestled amongst the natural beauty that was in the perfect location to take
advantage of all that Murrells Inlet has to offer.
The community is adjacent to two world class golf courses and nestled between the Waccamaw River and Collins
Creek. The community's Collins Creek deep water boat dock and ramp provide access to the Intracoastal Waterway
making Creek Harbour uniquely attractive to boaters as well as golfers. The community further encourages boating
by providing a Boat Parking Area for property owners. The development also features an attractive Amenity Center
with a community pool.
The gated community encompasses 125 acres and features 17 properties (each a minimum of two acres) that front on
Collins Creek. Each of these frontage properties has direct access to the creek along walkways through the tidal
wetlands. The balance of the community is comprised of 1/2 acre or larger properties specifically laid out to
accommodate gracious living.
The Creek Harbour developer established a Property Owners Association (POA) to assure the continuation of the
vision; meandering streets lined with Live Oak and graced with elegant, southern homes.
This document, along with the Creek Harbour Declaration of Protective Covenants, provides the basis for the
continued development and beauty of the community by stating Creek Harbour standards, requirements and
procedures.

1)

THE ARCHITECTURAL R E VI E W C OMMITTEE

a)

PURPOSE

One of the most effective methods of assuring the protection of the master plan concept, community lifestyles,
and individual property values is through the establishment of high standards of design review. In order to
accomplish this objective, the Architectural Review Committee ("ARC") has been established to review
applications and design documents for all new construction and changes to existing properties, including
landscaping. Each application is evaluated on its own merits, with reasonable flexibility for design function and
creativity.

b)

AUTHORITY

The authority, membership, and powers of the ARC and its planning criteria is set forth in the Declaration of
Protective Covenants, Restrictions, Easements, Charges and Liens for Creek Harbour (together with all
amendments, "Declaration"), which encumber every Lot (as defined in the Declaration). The ARC is committed
to carrying out its duties on behalf of all members of the Association for the benefit of the total community. In
the event of a conflict between the provisions of these guidelines and the Declaration, the provisions of the
Declaration shall control.
All elements of the exterior of any house, structure, landscape, amenity, hardscape, pool, etc. are under the
jurisdiction of the ARC, including colors, materials, detail, design, and implementation with the sole purpose of
protecting the interests of the Creek Harbour community and its value.
The ARC reserves the right to waive enforcement of any provision of the Architectural Review Committee's
Guidelines and Procedures. Such a waiver in one instance in no way effects the ARC's right or standing to
enforce said provision in the future.
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c)

ARC FUNCTIONS AND SERVICES

On behalf of Creek Harbour Property Owners Association ("POA''), the ARC is empowered to perform the
following functions and services:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

d)

To establish guidelines for the protection of enduring property values, and to provide the best possible
safeguards for continuing appreciation.
To review and make decisions based on Elevation drawings and Site Plans and does not consider notations
on interior plans that are not illustrated on Exterior Elevation drawings.
To review all applications for compliance with these Design and Landscape Guidelines ("Guidelines"), as
same may be amended from time to time and with the Declaration.
To assure compatible architectural designs and harmonious relationships with neighboring lots.
To require high standards of design and quality construction.
To establish fees for the review of applications as may be required and set fines for violations.
To monitor violations of the Guidelines and notify the POA for appropriate action.
To amend its Guidelines as may be required from time to time.
To contact applicants whose plans and specifications have been disapproved, and to provide reasonable
assistance and recommendations for adjustments to bring applications into compliance with the Guidelines.
To inform members of the POA regarding activities of the ARC and changes in the planning criteria as
they may occur.
To establish criteria by which proposed contractors for construction in Creek Harbour will be evaluated for
approval with respect to any given project for construction.
To establish procedures for application and review of a proposed contractor for construction in Creek
Harbour.
To promote consistent standards of quality and workmanship.
To amend its Contractor Application Review procedures as may be required from time to time.

PROCEDURES

Procedures for approval of plans and/or contractors by the ARC are set out in Article VIII (Second Amendment dated
February 4, 2004) of the Declaration. The ARC shall respond to submissions within thirty (30) days of receipt of
completed submissions. Procedures for contractor approval are:

i)

Contractor Application and Review Processes

The following documents must be submitted to the ARC prior to the Committee initiating review of a
proposed contractor:
1. Disclosure of any speculative construction underway or unsold in which the contractor is involved (see
Appendix “F”: Contractor Approval Checklist)
2. Provide all state, county, and local licenses
3. Proof of Workers Compensation insurance
4. Proof of general liability insurance.
ii) Review of Applications for Contractor Approval

The ARC shall review all information provided as specified in Article VIII, Section 2, Section 3, and Section
4 (Second Amendment dated February 4, 2004) of the Declaration and render its recommendation to the Board
of Directors. The Board has the final authority to approve or disapprove a contractor for each project.
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e)

THE OWNER’S RESPONSIBILITIES

The ARC assumes no liability for applicant's responsibilities, which include, but are not limited to the
following:
1. Performance or quality of work of any contractor or subcontractor.
2. Compliance with all laws, codes, and ordinances of any governmental agency or body.
3. Determination of environmental restrictions, drainage, and grading requirements, and all surface and
subsurface soil conditions.
4. Determination of structural, mechanical, electrical, and all other technical aspects of a proposed design
that can only be determined by a competent architect, engineer, contractor, or other similar professional.
5. Compliance with the Declaration and Guidelines.
6. Accuracy of all stakeouts and surveys.
7. Determination of contractor’s assurance that all subcontractors used on this project are licensed and
maintain liability and workers comprehensive insurance.

f)

APPROVAL EXPIRATION

Applicants must begin construction or a change to an existing property within six (6) months of the Final
Architectural Review approval by the ARC. Failure to do so will automatically revoke approval without prior
notice from the ARC. Time extensions may be granted by the ARC if written request is made.

g)

CHANGES TO EXISTING PROPERTIES

Any adjustment, addition, or external change to an existing property will be subject to approval in writing by the
ARC. Architectural changes to existing properties begin with the owner submitting a complete Architectural Change
Request form found on the Creek Harbour website. Once this information has been received, the ARC may require
additional information or a site visit at the owners’ lot with the owner present to answer any questions. The application
outlines the required information and/or materials required by the ARC. The ARC will render its approval, qualified
approval, or disapproval within 30 days once all required information is received. Significant changes to existing
properties may require an Application Fee, Final Design Application Fee, Owner Construction Impact Fee, Owner
Construction/Landscape Deposit, and a Contractor Construction Deposit. The ARC will determine the need for these
fees as outlined in Appendix “H,” Changes to Existing Properties Fee Determination.

h)

OMISSIONS

Regardless of approval by the ARC and/or the BOD, plans must still comply with all Guidelines and Covenants.
The approval of the plans does not super cede the Guidelines and Covenants. Any item in violation but overlooked
in the review and approval process must be changed, corrected, or removed to comply at the request of the ARC
and/or the BOD.

2)

WHEN TO MAKE APPLICATION

a)

New Construction or Changes to Existing Properties That Require Application
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New residential construction (including landscaping).
Bush hogging of an undeveloped site.
Any modifications and/or additions to main structure.
Exterior color schemes of structure, driveway, walkway or other hardscapes.
Removing any hardwood four (4) inches or more DBH (diameter at breast height of four feet) or any pine
tree eighteen (18) inches or more DBH.
Installation of fences, pools, gazebos, playground and sports equipment, satellite dishes, generators, and/or
additional heating and cooling appliances.
Changes to more than 25 percent of existing landscaping.
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b)

Changes to Existing Properties That Do Not Require Application
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3)

Replacement or removal of dead trees.
Adding new mulch, flowers or shrubs to existing beds.
Replacing existing shrubs with new shrubs.
Replacing or repainting house, doors, shutters or roofing materials using the same color as existing ARC
approved color.
Rebuilding of an existing house in accordance with the originally approved plans and specifications.
Remodeling or repainting of the interior of a house when the exterior appearance of the house is not
changed.
Installation of underground propane tank according to local codes and Guidelines.
Replacing lawn sod.
Repairing, installing or adding to an irrigation system.

APPLICATION PROCESS

In order to provide a systematic and uniform review of the proposed construction, the design documents must
adhere to the criteria and steps outlined below.

a)
Step One: Orientation/Pre-development Discussions for New Construction or Changes to Existing
Properties
An Orientation/Pre-development meeting between the ARC and / or its designated representative, the Applicant, the
Applicants Architect and if selected, the Applicants Contractor, is strongly encouraged prior to the development of
costly building plans. This step is used to review the Declaration of Covenants, and current Design and Landscaping
Guidelines as well as to confirm that the analysis of the site is correct and to assess whether the design concept
achieves the quality of design standards set by Creek Harbour.
The following information is appropriate for discussion at this meeting:
1.
2.
3.

Submission of Appendix “A”: Application and the Application Fee
Conceptual sketches in the form of plans, elevations or perspective drawings.
Site Plan showing rough site layout, driveways, parking and other proposed alterations to the site.

At this meeting comments or recommendations will be made by the ARC that will encourage development to the
next step. This meeting is for the purpose of ensuring that all the involved parties are working together and does
not preclude the need for the Applicant to make any of the formal submissions required under these guidelines.
The Applicant or the Applicant's representative shall contact the ARC at least one week in advance to schedule
this meeting. If an i n-person meeting is not possible, this step may be conducted over the telephone and via email.

b)

Step Two: Preliminary Design Review for New Home Construction or Changes to Existing Properties

Prior to the completed design of the building and site, a preliminary review of the Applicant's plans will be
conducted to determine compliance with the requirements of the Declaration of Protective Covenants and
Restrictions and the Creek Harbour Design and Landscape Guidelines, as well as to provide further design
recommendations, if needed. This is an important step in the design process because it allows revisions and
responses to ARC requests without having to make revisions to final construction drawings.
The Applicant must submit an Application (Appendix “A”), the documents described in Preliminary Design
Review: Submittal Requirements (Appendix “B”), the Application Fee (see Appendix “G” if it’s new
construction or “H” if it’s a change to an existing home), and three (3) copies of the required documents at
least seven (7) days prior to the scheduled meeting.
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c)
Step Three: Final Construction Documents Review and Approval for New Home Construction
or Changes to Existing Properties
The Final Review is concerned with checking the Construction Documents for compliance with Creek Harbour
covenant requirements and to verify that the approved Preliminary design has been followed.
The Applicant must submit a completed Application (Appendix “A”) and the documents described in Final
Design Review: Submittal Requirements (Appendix “C”), the Construction Agreement (Appendix “D”), Final
Design Application Fee, the Owner Construction Impact Fee, the Owner Construction/Landscaping Deposit
and the Contractor Construction Deposit (see Appendix “G”) and three (3) copies of the required documents
at least seven (7) days prior to the scheduled meeting. Once approved, an electronic copy shall be submitted
in PDF format. The Applicant is encouraged to submit as much additional drawings and information as possible
in order to allow the ARC to have a clear understanding of the house. Submittals that do not contain the minimum
required information will not be reviewed. In addition, the Applicant or the Applicant's Contractor shall meet
with the ARC Representative on the appropriate lot to review the final stakeout and the plans. The lot must be
staked prior to the time of review.
The ARC shall attempt (but shall not be obligated to) respond to submissions within thirty (30) days of receipt of
completed submissions or the on-site meeting, whichever occurs last.

d)

Step Four: Submission of Plans to Governmental Authorities When Permits Are Required

Before construction can begin, final building permits must be obtained as required by local and South Carolina state
laws. After ARC Final Design approval, it is the Applicants' responsibility to submit plans for the required permits
to the appropriate local authority and to any such agencies having jurisdiction.

e)

Step Five:

Drawing Revisions

When drawings are revised and resubmitted to the ARC for any reason, the Applicant is to highlight the revisions
on the drawings using a yellow highlighter or circle the revisions in red so that the revisions are obvious to the
ARC. If additions or modifications are required by any agency reviewing and having authority over the
construction of the project, such revisions must be submitted to the ARC for review prior to the start of
construction. Significant changes shall require additional Owner Design Change Fee to cover addition reviews by the
ARC.
No approval of plans, location or specifications by the ARC and no publication of architectural standard or guidelines
shall be construed as representative or implying that such plans, specifications or standards will, if followed, result in
a properly designed or constructed residence.
Note: ARC approval of a property owner's plans shall not be interpreted as a confirmation that those plans meet any
other legal requirements, without limitations, requirements contained in building codes, zoning ordinances and
regulations, deed restrictions, community rules and regulations. The property owner should consult with their attorney
in order to ensure that their plans and specifications meet all applicable legal requirements.

f)

Step Six: Construction Site Meeting

This step will be held at the construction site to post the permits, to identify any last-minute changes required. Actual
construction must then begin within 6 (six) months.
Before clearing a property, a representative from the ARC must visit the site and confirm the property is properly
identified and trees are tagged for removal. Before clearing, the owner must have received written authorization from
the ARC.
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To prepare the lot for the pre-clearing site inspection:
• Stake the front and back corners of lot; pull string down both property lines and along the back. Brush and
small trees may be removed to string lines.
• Stake and pull string to mark any wetlands or buffers.
• Identify trees to save with colored surveyor’s tape and remove any other surveyor’s tape on trees.
• Retain four (4) to five (5) feet of existing sod along the street (except where gravel driveway is to be installed)
to keep roads clean and to prevent silt from running down curbing to culverts.
The trees of Creek Harbour are considered important community assets. Therefore, clearing major trees in the
setbacks shall be avoided whenever possible.
After pre-clearing requirements are completed, a site visit inspection must be scheduled with the ARC to confirm
accurate tree removal, location of the house and associated setbacks. Written authorization to continue with preconstruction requirements (listed below) will be given to builder by the ARC.
To prepare the lot for the pre-construction site inspection:
• Two-foot silt fencing will be installed and maintained within side and rear lot lines to protect any wetlands,
streams, ponds, or storm water drainage and to protect other lots from blowing debris.
• Straw filter socks, curb-style guards, and/or culvert covers must be installed to protect storm drains.
• Stake the house foundation location and pull string around perimeter.
• A gravel access of no less than 35 feet in length and 12 feet in width must be installed. If two entrances are
used, both must be graveled.
• Two-foot silt fencing will be installed and maintained on the front lot line on either side of the gravel access.
This will provide Builders and subcontractors a designated access to the property and help the roads stay
clean during construction.
• Place portable toilet inside fencing with door facing away from street.
• Place dumpster on lot inside the fencing near gravel driveway.
• Place builder’s permit box.
• Hook up electrical and water bib.
After pre-construction requirements are completed, a second site visit inspection must be scheduled with the ARC to
confirm all requirements have been met. Written authorization to commence construction will be given to the builder
by the ARC.

g)

Step Seven: Foundation Height Inspection

An on-site meeting with the Lot’s ARC representative is required to check the foundation height prior to continuing
construction. Written authorization to commence construction will be given to the builder by the ARC.

h)

Step Eight: Periodic Inspections

This is an ongoing process where the ARC or their representative will inspect the progress and validate that the
construction is consistent with the finalized plans. Any deviation that has not been identified and submitted to the
ARC for approval may result in a work stoppage and fines.

i)

Step Nine: Final Government Approval

Once the Certificate of Occupancy has been received and the Landscaping completed, the owner will notify the ARC
of completion by submitting a request for the return of the Owner Construction / Landscaping Deposit and Contractor
Construction Deposit. The contractor is required to remove all trash containers and temporary toilet facilities prior
to this step. Any fines assessed or cost incurred by the Association in conjunction with the construction or landscaping
can be deducted from these deposits.
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4)

SITE PLANNING GUIDELINES

a)

NATURAL BEAUTY PROTECTION

Special care was taken in the planning of Creek Harbour to preserve the vegetation, soft topography, wildlife
habitat, and the delicate system of natural drainage structures, swamps and marshes.
All improvements that have been made were carefully planned to minimize alteration to the land and impact to
the ecosystems. This philosophy must be addressed at all levels of development, including individual home sites.
The ARC requires that a landscape professional design and prepare Site Plans, Construction Documents and Site
Details that are specific for residences to be built i n the community. This assures the ARC of a minimum level
of competency and aesthetic desirability to maintain a balance between building and site. It may be appropriate
for your Architect to prepare these documents, if he or she has the experience and staff to meet the requirements.
The integration of the building and site is necessary to achieve the standards of quality set forth by Creek Harbour
and compliance to these guidelines will be checked in the design review process and during construction.
All site improvements shall be designed and implemented in accordance with the Horry County ordinances.

b)

SITE PLANNING

Your particular approach to siting and landscaping your home will depend on your property location. When you're
planning a home, your Site Plan becomes very important. Begin by establishing a list of the needs, desires and
limitations afforded by your property. To help you develop your program, you may wish to Bush Hog the property.
Please adhere to the POA’s Rule that you must get prior written approval to bush hog your property
(See Appendix J).
The tree survey will be your most important tool in developing this plan. The survey will show the physical size
and dimensions of the property, any and all landscaping, drainage and maintenance easements, the topography
and the locations of the major trees. You will use the survey to locate your house, any outbuildings you're
proposing to build, your garage, driveway, sidewalks, entrances and approaches to the house and the landscaping.
All these are elements that make up a completed site plan. Your landscape professional will use the information
to prepare the Landscape Plan with careful thought as to what you envision the final product to be.
No hardwood trees over four (4) inches in caliper and no pine trees over eighteen (18) inch in diameter shall be cleared
within the site building setback lines without written approval by the ARC. Existing vegetation should be maintained
in its natural state between property lines and building setback lines, and in all areas not occupied by building and/or
paving unless approved otherwise on the Site Plan. The ARC will review with the property Owner, the placement of
the structure on the lot for aesthetic concerns, overall streetscape concerns, as well as the preservation of existing
vegetation and topography. The ARC will require that all trees that are removed by the Builder without written
approval of the ARC be replaced with trees of similar species and caliper.

c)

SETBACKS

For the purpose of planning your property, the setbacks in Creek Harbour are as detailed on the master plat. All
vertical elements, except those specifically permitted, are required to be inside the setback areas. Setbacks are
measured from the lot line pins and are, unless specified differently on the master plat: FRONT - thirty-five (35)
feet, SIDES: ten (10) feet, REAR: fifteen (15) feet. If it is a corner lot, the roadside setback is twenty (20) feet.
NOTE: Those lots abutted to Wilderness Plantation include a fifty (50) foot wooded buffer that is not to be
disturbed. The setbacks are in addition to and measured from this fifty (50) foot wooded buffer. For example,
the rear setback, including the wooded buffer, on a lot abutted to Wilderness Plantation is sixty-five (65) feet.
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For addition information on the fifty (50) foot buffer restrictions, see Section 35 in the Declaration of Protective
Covenants on the Creek Harbour web site.
Those lots abutted to Wilderness Lane must follow the Roadside Buffer Clearing Policy established by the Prince
Creek Association. For Lots 41 and 1, there is also a Signage and Landscape Easement.

d)

GARAGES

Garage entrances shall not face the front of the Lot (front being the front of the dwelling) and shall not be visible from
traffic entering the property from Wilderness Drive. Whenever possible, garage entrances shall be situated to match
the direction of the majority of developed lots. The facing of all garage entrances shall be subject to the approval by
the ARC in writing.

e)

CONSTRUCTION PREPARATION

Each home site is unique and will require special consideration. It is important for every site to use protective
measures during construction. Existing grades, drainage features and vegetation all need some form of protection.
Your Contractor will be aware of specific regulations governing construction work and keeping the site
presentable. The Homeowner shall ensure protection for the site by insisting on a few valuable protective
measures before construction begins.
First, after determining the location of the house on the lot, limits of construction shall be established. Particularly
sensitive areas shall be protected with strategically placed construction fences to prevent equipment and materials
from damaging plant life. A preconstruction discussion with your contractor on site can be valuable for reducing
needless damage and removal of the topography and vegetation. Progress reviews are equally valuable to inventory
damage and responsibility.
Damage to or removal of any trees during construction other than those sanctioned by the ARC is a violation and
all appropriate measures to rectify the situation will be invoked in such cases.

f)

GRADING AND DRAINAGE

In keeping with the development goals of Creek Harbour, site grading shall be kept to a minimum and necessary
drainage systems shall be designed for minimum impact and alteration of natural drainage systems shall be
avoided. All drainage must be retained on site. Any grading that is required shall maintain the natural existing
softness of the terrain.

Finish grade shall be no more than one (1) foot above the original grade except in unique topographical conditions as
determined and approved by the ARC. The new finish grade must taper to the original grade within five (5) feet of
the new foundation.
A drainage easement has been incorporated into the layout of many lots. These easements are described in the
Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions and are shown on applicable plats. You must determine the restrictions
relative to this drainage easement prior to designing the drainage plan for a lot. Where encroachments are required
into a drainage easement, a representative of the ARC will inspect the site prior to execution of the work and make
recommendations regarding the required work.
Landscaping in these easements should be limited to small shrubs. Any landscaping or permanent structures that are
built in these easements, whether approved by the ARC or not, are subject to possible removal at the request of the
Creek Harbour POA when they determine it necessary to utilize these easements and the cost for removal will be the
responsibility of the owner.
There is a drainage plan in effect for the entire Creek Harbour development. The drainage system for each
lot will take this plan into consideration and must work within the overall Creek Harbour drainage plan.
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No grading shall encroach upon the drip line of trees being preserved. Also, no heavy equipment or storage
of topsoil will be permitted in this area.
Retaining walls may be used to minimize slope changes or to preserve vegetation. However, this element
must reflect the architecture of the house and be well integrated into the site planning. Paving, buildings
and drainage systems must preserve natural grade, runoff and vegetation. Erosion and siltation control
provisions shall be employed during and after construction. Surface drainage must be collected on site and
not cause damage to adjacent properties as the result of construction. Retaining wall material to be brick, stone,
tumbled concrete, or similar and in keeping with the house, landscape, and drive. Materials used along the creek may
be wood or as specifically approved by the ARC.
All drainage systems shall be designed to prevent standing water. Reinforced concrete or corrugated plastic
pipe must be used in locations where a swale would result in standing water. The pipe will be sized as
appropriate for the volume of water that is expected. Fill will also be used on lots where other methods
will not eliminate standing water; however, no site will be designed to displace water onto an adjacent
site.

5)

LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES

Landscape improvements should be appropriate for the style of home and its setting and plants should be selected that
provide a mature look.
Each home owner’s Landscape Plan shall include three (3) live oak trees with a minimum of four (4) inch diameter at
breast height (4 feet). The Landscape Plan shall include plantings to meet the Total Gallons shown in the table below.
The plant sizes (container size in gallons) to meet the total gallons required can vary based on design but should
closely follow those shown in the Minimum Landscape Requirements table below. Plantings installed as screening
must meet the minimum height requirements stated later in this section.
Minimum Landscape Requirements:
Lot Size
Plant Size
½ Acre
2/3 Acre
(Gallons)

¾ Acre

1 Acre

3

88

109

130

165

7

21

27

30

42

6
6
6

8
7
8

10
8
9

15
10
11

5

6

8

9

15
30
45
Balled & Bagged/65
(includes
Live Oaks)

Total Gallons
1276
1596
1915
2394
NOTE: 1-gallon plants may be appropriate additions to your plan; however, they will not be counted toward your
minimum landscape requirement.
All lots must be sodded and/or grassed in their entirety, except in areas that are established as plant/tree beds, or in
vegetative buffers and wetlands. Plant/tree beds should not exceed twenty-five (25) % of the remaining yard after
all wetlands and buffers, the driveway, walkways and house footprint are determined.
In addition, grass must be planted and maintained in the area between the sidewalk and the street on all sides of the
lot which abut a street. On a lake lot, owners must sod and maintain the embankment to the edge of the water,
devoid of anything growing other than sod.
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Each residence is required to have an operating irrigation system that supports the entire lot, except in wetlands
areas and buffers.
The area has a significant deer population, home owners are encouraged to select plants that are deer resistant. Home
owners should discuss with their landscaper protection for new plantings from deer damage. To protect your
investment, it is recommend that landscapers immediately treat newly installed plants with some form of deer
deterrent, such as deer repellant chemicals or temporary fencing or netting. Please be advised that deer netting and
fencing is not allowed in Creek Harbour if it is visible from the street, however, the temporary use of black deer
netting to drape or wrap plants without the use of poles or stakes is allowed for new construction landscaping for up
to 30 days after plant installation.
The landscaper is required to sign off that the number of gallons approved be the ARC in the final landscape plan
were installed on the property. Landscaping must be completed and reviewed by the ARC before a request for the
return of the potentially refundable Owner Construction/Landscaping Deposit can be considered. All plants must be
in their as installed condition for the final build review by the ARC. The ARC may require that any plants that are
damaged or missing at the time of the final build review be replaced before the final approval of a home is given.

a)

PLANTING APPROACH

The Landscape Plan itself should sufficiently:
1. Screen utility areas,
2. Break up the foundation of the building,
3. Buffer driveways and parking areas adjacent to property lines, and
4. Provide cover for areas disturbed during construction.
Foundation plantings should screen any crawl spaces under homes or decks.
Planting should be in a tiered approach near the house, beginning with ground covers and transitioning to larger shrubs
closer to the house.
For screening, the following list shows the recommended type and size of plants to be used. Note: A 7-gallon plant
is intended to have a minimum install height of 3 ft.:
Plant
Dwarf Burford Holly
Compactor Holly
Cleyera
Wax Myrtle
Variegated Privet
Ligustrum

Size
7 gallon
7 gallon
7 gallon
7 gallon
7 gallon
7 gallon

Vegetable gardens shall be restricted to rear yards and screened or incorporated into the landscaping so as not to be
unsightly.

b)

LOTS WITH WETLANDS

Except as may be permitted under any Conservation Declarations or otherwise by law, no Owner shall remove native
vegetation that becomes established within any Wetlands located on or adjacent to any portion of the property.
Removal includes dredging, the application of herbicides, or cutting. No Owner shall add or introduce additional
vegetation or other forms of plant life or landscaping within any wetlands located on or adjacent to any portion of the
Property. Owners shall address any question regarding authorized activities within any wetlands and within any
wetland buffer to the applicable governmental authorities. No owner shall construct or maintain any building,
residence, structure, or undertake to perform any activity in any wetlands or wetlands buffer without the prior written
approval of the Association and the applicable governmental authorities and utility providers.
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c)

TREE POLICY AND REMOVAL PROCEDURE

Owners must submit the Creel Harbour ARC Design Change, Tree Removal and Landscape Request Form
(APPENDIX “M”) to have a tree removed from their property. This requirement applies during construction of a new
home, to existing homes, on developed as well as undeveloped lots. Owners who remove trees may be subject to a
mitigation of 50 percent of the affect at DBH. For example, removal of a 10-inch DBH tree may be mitigated with
one (1) 5-inch caliper tree or two (2) 2.5-inch caliper trees.
NOTE: This policy does not apply to the replacement of dead or diseased trees with like trees of a similar size.
1.

Tree Policy and Removal Procedure During Construction
As part of the overall construction process, owners are required to do a tree survey to identify all pine
trees six (6) inches or greater and hardwood trees three (3) inches or greater in diameter with all
measurements taken at four (4) feet above grade.
•
•
•
•

2.

Certain specimen trees may require some compromise in the design and location of the house or
hardscape to preserve these designated trees.
In densely treed areas, thinning of trees may be permitted with the emphasis on saving the better
quality and larger trees.
Tree removal will not be permitted based solely on the concerns of potential damage from the tree
falling. Safety issues will be addressed and will require expert evaluation by a certified arborist.
Unauthorized removal of trees may result in penalties, including fines, resulting in retention of some
portion of the construction or landscape deposit. Damage to trees or unauthorized removal of trees
by the Builder shall likewise result in fines and retention of some portion of the builder’s deposit.

Tree Policy and Removal Procedure Post Construction
Owners of completed homes may not remove any hardwood four (4) inches DBH (diameter at breast
height of four feet above grade) or more or any pine tree without making application for the purposes of
assessing a tree impact fee. Owners that are given permission to remove a tree for any of the below
reasons may be required to plant a replacement tree.
• Owners may request removal of trees that are diseased or damaged. The ARC may contract with a
certified Arborist to evaluate the trees on a site visit and, if in agreement with the owner, authorize
their removal.
• Absent an emergency, owners wishing to remove a tree because of a safety issue may make
application for same to the ARC. If the condition of the tree is not obvious to the ARC, the ARC may
contract with a certified Arborist to evaluate the tree on a site visit and, if in agreement with the owner,
authorize its removal.
• Damage to trees or unauthorized removal of trees shall result in fines.

6)

BUILDING DESIGN G U I D E L I N E S

The homes in Creek Harbour will generally have traditional elements such as columned porches, balanced facades,
crowned entablatures, and proportionally large doors and windows as embodied in the homes in the
neighborhood. Typically, the homes have formal entries, pronounced detailed trim, are well proportioned with
appropriate massing, and generous, solid to void ratios. Lush landscaping plays a major role in this neighborhood by
adding curb appeal as well as incorporating the retention of the existing trees. No one residence, structure or other
change to an existing property shall stand apart in siting, design or construction as to detract from the overall
appearance of Creek Harbour.

a)

STYLE

Creek Harbour embraces a great diversity of styles. Most all traditional styles and derivatives are acceptable.
Typically, Georgian, Classical, Colonial, Greek revival, and their very loose derivatives are acceptable. Even
Mediterranean, Tudor, Craftsman, and French Country in a toned-down form are acceptable when under close scrutiny
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of the ARC. The critical point is that it is well done and in keeping with the existing built homes in the community
with good proportions and details.
Styles that are not acceptable include: log cabin, Victorian, Queen Anne, shingled low country, modern, Spanish,
raised beach, and others as determined by the ARC.
Home designs can be repeated once (or twice), within the community which includes reversed or not reversed, color
changes, etc. To repeat the design, the façade must be changed to the point that it is not immediately identifiable as
determined by the ARC. Modifications will include roof forms, details, window/door style, colors, and materials.

b)

SIZE

In order to minimize the destruction of site vegetation, as well as to enhance the overall building impact, two or one
and one-half story homes are encouraged. A single story, single family, residence shall have a minimum of 2,600
square feet of enclosed living area on the first floor. Minimum square footage for a creek front lot (lots 13-17, 7483, and 93-94) is 3,200 square feet.
A two story, single family, residence shall have a minimum of 1,800 square feet of enclosed living area on the
ground floor and 800 square feet of enclosed living area on the second floor. Living space above the garage (i.e.
bonus room, or any other configuration) is not to be included in either the first or second floor square feet
calculations. This footage is exclusive of garages, terraces, decks, open porches, roof overhangs and stairs.
Buildings shall be sized and designed so that the location and configuration are visually harmonious with the
terrain and vegetation of the residential lots and adjacent structures and do not unnecessarily block scenic views
from existing or future structures or tend to dominate any general development or natural landscape. It is not
intended that an owner design his/her residence or other change to an existing property so as to completely fill the lot.
Designs which fit within the setbacks, but which in the opinion of the ARC overwhelm the Lot will not be approved.

c)

FINISHED FLOOR ELEVATIONS AND CEILING HEIGHTS

Each building submitted for review will be analyzed according to site topography and adjacent structures. All homes
shall be constructed with finished floor a minimum thirty (30”) inches above finished grade and a maximum finish
grade of one (1) foot above the original grade.
The ceiling height shall be a minimum of 9'-0" for the first floor and a minimum of 9'-0" for the second floor, above
the 30" finished grade.

d)

BUILDING H EIGHTS

The house or any outbuilding shall not exceed the currently adopted Horry County building height restriction of 35
feet measured from the grade adjacent to the building to the mean roof ridge height (which is measured from the
midpoint between top of the roof and the overhang).

e)

ROOFS

The pitch of the main structure shall not be less than 8 feet in 1 2 feet. Pitches for porches, breezeways and other
secondary structures could be less. Acceptable roof styles include hip, gambrel and gable roofs. The use of dormers
is encouraged.
A screened porch shall maintain the same roofline of the dwelling unless it is on the ground floor of a two-story
structure and it is otherwise acceptable from an architectural review stand point.
Roof materials are restricted to a slate look, textured fiberglass shingles. All roof and chimney flashing is
suggested to be copper or metal that matches the roof color. Metal roofs are acceptable for accent roofs and when at
a lesser pitch than the main roofs.
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Overhangs are a critical element of the overall style. The width and style are to be appropriate for the house.
All roof penetrations, such as gas flues, exhaust vents, plumbing vents, skylights, solar panels, etc. must be
located on the rear roof slopes so that they are not readily visible from the street and must be of a color that is
compatible with roof color. Builders may be able to verify the matching paint color with the shingle manufacturer.

f)

CHIMNEYS

Chimneys are an important part of the architecture and will be located and proportioned to enhance the overall
appearance of the structure. The use of large chimneys i s appropriate. Chimney exterior finish shall be brick or
stucco over masonry and include a shroud to be approved by the ARC. Metal fireboxes are only permitted when
encased in a stucco or brick surround.

g)

FACADES

While variety in façade treatments is encouraged, a strong emphasis will be placed on following the massing, details,
etc. of the traditional styles noted. Covered porches and entrances are encouraged and their use must enhance the
style selected. All facades will illustrate a clean, well thought out appearance. Primary exterior wall finishes shall be
brick, stucco, or stone as appropriate to the traditional architectural style of the house. Design plans that are primarily
fiber-cement board, such as Hardieplank could be used in some architectures/designs that are best implemented with
this material if the design has qualities that are harmonious with the existing neighborhood. The material selected for
the front facade shall be used on all sides to maintain the visual integrity of the style.

h)

COLORS

Exterior colors are to be selected from a muted palette, reflect traditional tastes and most important, blend with
existing homes. Exterior colors must be approved by ARC. Color schemes may not be repeated more than every
ten (10) houses in any direction.

i)

DOORS

Exterior doors must be integral and harmonious with the architectural theme of the house. Appropriate doors
include, but are not limited to, two, four, or six panel doors, French doors and Dutch doors. Sliding doors are
appropriate on rear elevations. All doors shall be wood, metal, or fiberglass and the color must be approved by the
ARC prior to installation. Decorative glass may be allowed when glass is clear; however, it must be pre-approved
by the ARC.
Full view storm and screen doors are permitted for front entrance doors. Aluminum storm front doors are not
allowed. In all cases, storm and screen doors must be pre-approved by the ARC.

j)

WINDOWS

Exterior windows are restricted to single hung, double hung, casement and fixed windows. The grille or light
pattern for the windows shall be appropriate for the design and scale of the house. Window proportions shall be
in keeping with the architectural theme. Decorative shapes are allowed where appropriate. Aluminum storm
windows will not be permitted.

k)

PORTICOS & ENTRIES

Porticos, integral with the design of the house, are encouraged. Porticos shall be designed with columns and
handrails compatible with the house architecture.
When covered, screened porches are desired and will be designed to appear as an open porch that has been
screened at a later date. This includes the use of columns and handrails much like those that would be used for
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an open porch with screen inserts. Glass panel inserts may also be allowed when designed in accordance with
the typical window mounting treatment and will be reviewed on an individual basis.

l)

CORNICES AND EXTERIOR TRIM

The use of traditional crown and dentil molding and detailing at cornices, as well as authentic detailing around
windows and door openings and at porch railings and decks, will be an important part of an overall appearance of
quality appropriate to Creek Harbour and is recommended.
Only the highest quality of materials will be used in Creek Harbour. Materials shall be utilized and applied consistent
to traditional building designs and must be consistent with good building practice.

m)

DECKS & TERRACES

Decks and terraces shall be designed to be an extension of the architecture and provide a transition from the
house to the yard. Materials selected must be consistent with those of the house. Handrails shall match those of
the house.

n)

AWNINGS, SHUTTERS AND HURRICANE PROTECTION

No awnings shall be permitted in front of home or visible from the street. Canopies and shutters shall not be permitted
or affixed to the exterior of the residence without prior approval in writing of the ARC. Shutters are an integral design
element of the Architecture period of Creek Harbour. They provide a historical reference, color accent and fill the
wall of brick or siding. If shutters are not integrated into the design, elements of detail surrounding the windows of
added trim width, sill details surrounding the windows of added width, sill details and head details are to be utilized.
Window spacing to fill the wall will be needed to achieve a proper design presentation.

o)

OUTBUILDINGS/ DETACHED GARAGE

Conditions of the site and compatibility to the architectural theme of the house indicate the logic for some
detached buildings related to the single-family house. Outbuilding design and location in relationship to the
house is crucial to the successful massing of the architecture
Building materials, details and proportions shall reflect those of the main house. Every effort should be made
for the garage doors to not face the street; however, for those doors that must face the front of the property,
entrance doors will appropriately match those of the house. Carports are not allowed. Pool and/or guesthouse
structures shall be subject to approval in writing of the ARC. Guesthouses shall be for the sole use of the
homeowner.

p)

UTILITIES, ATTACHMENTS, SATELLITE DISHES AND ANTENNAS

All residences at Creek Harbour are served by underground water and sewer systems controlled by the
Grand Strand Water and Sewer Authority. All single-family residences are required to tap onto these systems
at taps provided in each lot. Wells are not allowed, except for irrigation purposes. No drinking water supply
system shall be permitted on any lot.
Each lot shall have, installed by the Owner, an irrigation system. No sprinkler or irrigation system of any
type that draw upon water from creeks, streams, rivers, lakes, wetlands, canals or other ground or surface
waters within the properties are permitted. Filter systems may be required to eliminate the color often occurring
naturally in the water.
Electric heat pumps for heating and air conditioning are commonly used in this climate. Units must be located
in inconspicuous places at the rear or sides of the house and are required to be screened with a minimum
five (5) feet high wall or screen of material similar to the house. Units must always be placed within the
building setbacks.
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The placement of generators is highly regulated by Horry County, but all generators must be appropriately screened
with a minimum of five (5) feet high wall of screen material similar to the house.
Solar collectors are allowed on a case by case basis. If they are incorporated into the architectural design
tastefully without detriment to the overall elevations or facade, then they may be approved. Panels should
be low profile and parallel to the roof pitch. The color of the mounting should match or compliment the roof
shingle. At a minimum, solar panels shall not be visible from the road when other options are available. Some
additional vegetation may be required for screening purposes.
Geothermal and other evolving heating, cooling and electrical designs are not forbidden, but will be reviewed
for authenticity in design with relation to historical architectural themes.

Electric, Telephone, Television Cable are served underground to individual lots and shall be taken to the house
and any outbuildings as required underground. Meter boxes shall be located in inconspicuous areas on the house
and covered as allowed by building code. TV antennas, satellite dishes and other electronic receiving units larger
than 1 meter in diameter shall require approval of the ARC in writing.

q)

TRELLIS, ARBORS AND GAZEBOS

These functional structures can also be very pleasing landscape elements that fit well into the architectural theme
of the house. It is important to view these as permanent structures and design them to withstand the test of time.
Adequately heavy members for the support structure of at least two (2) inch nominal dimension for the lightest
components are to be used. These elements must be included in the design/landscaping plans.

r)

FENCES, WALLS AND WING WALLS

Fences or walls can be useful design elements for screening utility areas or other objectionable site elements. They
can be used as a planting backdrop or to provide privacy for outdoor spaces, to reduce wind and provide sun "pockets"
and to identify and emphasize entries. Fences and walls must harmonize in character and color with the house. Six (6)
feet in height is a maximum for residential fencing and the design shall allow for some air passage. Likewise, gates
and other features shall be of compatible design and color to the architecture. All brick or stone columns used in
fences, walls and wing walls must include a finished top cap acceptable to the ARC.
A fence or wall will attempt to define and create identifiable areas or spaces. Fences are to be used primarily in
the rear areas of the property but must not extend past the front of the main body of the house. Plantings must be
used to soften the fence/wall and its location on the site selected to be unobtrusive from the road and surrounding
properties.
Traditionally, the style and design of walls and fences can vary as much as the architecture. A simple style
harmonizes best with Creek Harbour, but a more detailed style may complement the character of the architectural
theme of the home. Designs are to be in keeping with the house. Black coated aluminum, wrought iron; stone, stucco,
and brick used in combination or individually are the materials most appropriate for Creek Harbour. All fences and
walls require written approval of the ARC.

s)

TRASH RECEPTACLES

If not kept within the garage, trash receptacles must be kept near the house, adjacent to the driveway and must not be
visible from the street. Plantings or a wall element will screen the receptacles from neighboring lots and the street.

t)

MAILBOXES, SIGNS AND HOUSE IDENTIFICATION

All houses must have a number identification located on the house and/or mailbox, so that emergency vehicles
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can readily identify the location of every house in Creek Harbour. The location and type of the numbers requires
approval by ARC. Minimum size of the numbers is four (4) inches and they must meet any local ordinances as
required.
Each property owner will be responsible for the cost and placement of the identification numbers on their house as
well as installation of a mailbox and post in a location approved by the ARC. The minimum size of a mailbox post
shall be a nominal six (6) inches by six (6) inches. Maximum post height is five (5) feet. If wood posts are used they
must be white or black or be painted to match the main color of the house. It is preferred that mailboxes be mounted
on bases using materials matching that of the house. Standard material will be brick matching that of the house or that
of the façade material used for the foundation. Stone, Stucco, or wood are also acceptable but subject to ARC approval
in writing. United States Postal Services provide their requirements for mailboxes, height and curbside location. The
box will be positioned about 41” to 45” off the ground. Bricked mailbox structures will be located at the curbing and
posts will be located about 6” to 8” from the curb.
The only residential signs permitted are street address and security posting signs.

u)

EXTERIOR LIGHTING

Landscape, special effect and accent lighting is allowed in moderation, and must be appropriate to the house design
and scale and must be approved by the ARC. Exterior lighting must not cause a nuisance by creating a bright point
source of light or excessive glare and must be interfere with the privacy of nearby dwellings. All exterior lighting
shall have a color temperature of no more than 3000 Kelvin (Warm White) and the use of LED bulbs is encouraged.
Path lighting will use no more than 30-watt equivalent lamps to produce muted brightness and landscape fixtures
should be shielded by plantings and concealed in daytime.
Spotlights, floodlights and / or outdoor security light fixtures shall be hooded to avoid the bulbs being visible from
the street and neighbors. Spotlights, floodlights and / or outdoor security light fixtures will be considered on a case
by case basis, depending on orientation and location. Down lighting is required to reduce glare and ensure that
neighboring properties are protected from bright light surfaces.
Exterior light fixtures on homes must be of a baffled design and conservative in number. Colored lights are prohibited
in any exterior lighting except for temporary seasonal displays.

v)

POOLS & FOUNTAINS

Because of the potential disruption of natural features, the ARC will review all proposed pools on an individual basis.
The size, shape and setting of pools must be carefully designed to achieve a feeling of compatibility with
the surrounding natural and man-made environment. The location of swimming pools, therapy pools and spas will
consider the following:
1. Indoor/Outdoor relationship
2. Setbacks
3. Views both to and from the pool area
4. Wind
5. Sun
6. Terrain (grading and excavation)
7. Fencing and privacy screening
8. Ratio of pool and decks to surrounding yard
Swimming pools and pool decks will not be allowed to encroach setbacks. Pool and pool equipment enclosures must
be architecturally related to the residence and other structures in their placement mass and detail. Such structures shall
be screened so as to avoid distracting noise to neighboring properties. Screened in pool enclosures require written
approval by the ARC. Pool slides must be approved by the ARC and screened with landscaping to reduce the view
from neighboring properties. Pump houses and filter rooms will be integrated into the landscape and compliment the
home’s detailing. All pools located within Creek Harbour shall be completely bounded by an approved fence, wall or
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cage. No above ground pools or inflatable bubble covers will be accepted.
The cooling effect of fountains can be a pleasant element in any landscape. The site, shape and location of a fountain
must be approved by the ARC and must be compatible with natural surroundings and man-made structures, and
properly maintained.

w)

DRIVEWAYS, WALKWAYS AND PARKING

Driveways, turnarounds and parking areas must be surfaced with an approved non-porous material, such as
concrete, brick or brick pavers. They must provide adequate drainage provisions to accommodate a heavy
downpour. Drives must not drain into the public road. All drives must provide a substantial apron at the road
edge. Regardless of surface type, the drive shall be no larger than 12' wide and shall meet the road with a ten (10)
foot radius at each corner. Drives located along a property line shall not be closer than three (3) feet to the property
line and must be screened (within the line) with an appropriate shrub. The slope of the driveway at the sidewalk
shall be no more than one (1) inch over four (4) feet to match the slope of the sidewalk.
A minimum attached garage for creek front lots is three (3) vehicles. For all other lots it is suggested that attached
garages be designed to accommodate three (3) vehicles, however, the minimum attached garage size is two (2) fullsized garages. Regardless, all houses shall have a minimum total of five parking spaces including those located
in the garage. In addition to the garage, parking must be adequate for one owner and two guest cars without
stacking. Parking areas will be screened from the road with walls, fences and planting. It is required that the
guest parking areas be located so as to avoid views of the backs of cars.
Any entrance statements used in conjunction with the driveway must be discrete and reflect the architectural
details and materials of other site elements and house. This element must be set back off of the road right way at
least ten (10) feet. Walkways will be similarly constructed of approved non-porous materials and be appropriately
styled and sized to the house.

x)

SIDEWALKS

Sidewalks must be constructed on all sides of the lot bordering the adjoining street(s) from property line to property
line. Builders are required to have an onsite review with an ARC representative after sidewalk forms are in place and
before the actual cement pour.
Width between back of curb and sidewalk varies where no curbing is required. Minimum sidewalk separation will be
measured from the edge of pavement.

Expansion Joints @ 32’ OC,
Construction Joints @ 4’ OC

4’-0”
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Broom Finish

1”

3000 PSI CONCRETE

¼” TOOLED CONSTRUCTION JOINT
1” DEEP, 4’ ON CENTER

½” EXPANSION JOINT 32’ OC

COMPACTED SUBGRADE

Note that sidewalks must not have a side-to-side slope greater than one (1) inch rise in four (4) feet. Sidewalks must
be constructed on all sides of the Lot bordering the adjoining street(s) from property line to property line.

7)

OTHER RESTRICTIONS

Temporary structures shall not be permitted once construction of the main house is permitted. Temporary
construction sheds are discussed in a later section of this document. Playground, recreational and sports
equipment shall be placed to the rear of the residence not visible from the street. This equipment must be
constructed of materials in harmony with natural colors so as not to distract from owner’s landscaping and must
consider views by neighboring lots. Specifics for any permanent basketball hoop required by the ARC include
a cut sheet or the specifications for the basketball goal you plan to install including the mounting support,
backboard, rim, and net materials, colors of each and any lighting planned. In all cases, the written approval of
the ARC is required.
Flagpoles for display of the American flag shall only be permitted subject to BOD approval of the size, placement,
color, finish, lighting and design. No flagpole shall be used as an antenna.
Clotheslines shall not be allowed.
Window air conditioning units are not permitted.
Curbside parking areas shall not be created by extending any portion of the street pavement.
Any new structure or change in the landscape plan proposed for t h e purpose of storing a vehicle or trailer must
be approved by the ARC.
Owners must be aware of and adhere to the Creek Harbour Rules and Regulations set by the Board of Directors and
published on the Creek Harbour web site.
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8)

CONSTRUCTION GUIDELINES
(for both new construction and changes to existing properties)

a)

APPLICATION & CONSTRUCTION/LANDSCAPING DEPOSITS

In the interests of maintaining safety, as well as an appealing image for Creek Harbour residents and visitors, the
construction process must be regulated.
Potentially refundable Owner Construction/Landscaping Deposit and Contractor Construction Deposits are required
by the ARC prior to the commencement of new home construction and may be required for a change to existing
properties project (as noted in Appendix “H”). The purpose of these deposits is to emphasize the importance of
compliance with:
•
•
•
•
•

ARC Standards, Requirements and Procedures.
The landscaping requirements.
The Creek Harbour Tree Policy as stipulated in Appendix “B”, Paragraph I, Tree Survey.
To serve as a reserve to cover unexpected expenses incurred by the Association as a result of the
construction or a change to an existing property.
And, to serve as a reserve for fines resulting from violations.

After final approval and obtaining all necessary permits, the Contractor and the Property Owner must submit the
Construction Agreement Form (Appendix “D”) along with the required payments.
It is suggested that the Homeowner have their Builder secure a Performance Bond for 100% of the estimated
construction cost, conditioned upon faithful performance of work as shown in the plans and required herein, together
with labor and material Payment Bonds guaranteeing payment of all persons supplying labor or material for the work
before delivery of materials and start of construction. The Owner Construction/Landscaping Deposit is to ensure
compliance with the approved plans, for any necessary site maintenance and correction of any damage to streets, road
shoulders and common areas. The deposit also ensures that the owner installs the appropriate landscaping within 90
days after substantial completion. This deposit will be returned upon final inspection and approval of landscaping by
the ARC. The Contractor Construction Deposit is to ensure the builder and all subcontractors follow the Construction
Guidelines as outlined in Section 6 b-d.
Either Construction Deposit may be forfeited to Creek Harbour if the construction does not comply with the plans or
if site maintenance or corrective work due to damage of streets, road shoulders or common areas is required due to
noncompliance with the Guidelines. The Owner’s Construction/Landscaping Deposit may be forfeited to Creek
Harbour if the landscaping is not installed within 90 days after substantial completion of the building. Owner must
request this 90-day extension, when Certificate of Occupancy is given or before.

b)

CONSTRUCTION REGULATIONS

Inspection while construction is in process may be conducted periodically by the ARC Representative to ensure
conformance with the approved drawings. Any changes made during construction must receive written approval by
the ARC prior to the change. Major changes may require resubmission for final written approval. If the builder makes
any change to the exterior elevation without prior written approval from the ARC, an immediate (no warning) $2,500
fine, per occurrence, may be assessed to the builder. Owners will be notified of all fines.
When installing landscape materials, contractors must not dump mulch, dirt or other materials on Creek Harbour roads
or on any undeveloped lot. Care must be taken as to not block Creek Harbour roads with trucks or vehicles.
Final inspection will be made after the Builder has completed construction, including all site work and landscaping,
cleaned site of debris, removed Builder signage and any temporary utilities, and notified the ARC Representative in
advance of finished date. Either deposit will be returned, less any outstanding fines, in full if an inspection by the
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ARC confirms that all requirements are fulfilled. If clean up and/or amendments to the construction site need to be
made by the Creek Harbour Property Owners Association (CHPOA), their cost will be deducted from the appropriate
deposit. It should be noted that neither ARC nor the CHPOA assume responsibility for inspecting construction in
progress for compliance with the approved plans. The Owner assumes full responsibility for failure of construction to
comply with approved documents.
The Contractor and Design Professionals are permitted only one shared sign per construction site for use during
construction. This sign must be placed on the street side of the lot as per the Creek Harbour declarations.
Contractors are responsible for the actions of their employees while at Creek Harbour. The following will be enforced:
1. Workers are allowed access to and from the jobsite using a specified Gate Code and are not allowed to use
other facilities or drive around the property unnecessarily.
2. All representatives must adhere to the 25 MPH speed limit. Speeding or reckless operation of a vehicle can
result in penalties to the contractor.
3. Harassment of residents and their visitors is strictly forbidden.
4. All employees must wear shoes and shirts while at the jobsite.
5. Access will be allowed only between 7:00 AM and 7:00 PM Monday through Friday and between 9:00 AM
and 5:00 PM on Saturday, except in emergency situations as determined by Creek Harbour representatives.
6. No construction work is allowed on Sundays and Federal holidays.
7. The Contractor must provide toilet facilities for the workers on the jobsite in a location approved by the ARC
immediately after the lot has been cleared.
8. No parking of vehicles on undeveloped lots.
9. Whenever possible, vehicles will use the gravel driveway and park inside the silt fence.
10. Parking along one side of the street at the curb is allowed when needed.
Contractors must meet all criteria set forth in Section 1c above. Contractor shall provide a superintendent or designated
Foreman or Supervisor on the job at all times.

c)

SITE REGULATIONS/ENFORCEMENT

For site protection, the following guidelines are required:
1. Approved plans will be valid for twelve (12) months from the permit date, including all construction and
landscaping. Extensions can be granted by the ARC due to adverse weather conditions.
2. All reasonable means shall be taken during construction and after to protect and preserve all existing
vegetation, unless approved by the ARC.
3. Builders are responsible for the curbing at and near the property. Photographs are taken prior to
construction beginning. Any damage will be required to be repaired to the satisfaction of the ARC.
4. Boards or other materials shall not be nailed to trees during construction.
5. Storage, temporary or otherwise, of equipment or materials is not permitted under the drip line (area
on ground equal to limits of vegetation above) of trees or on an adjacent lot. Storage must occur within
driveway and parking limits of the site only. Small construction trailers or sheds are permitted, when
approved by the ARC, for use by contractors during construction of the main house, provided that they
shall not remain on a lot in excess of four (4) consecutive weeks.
6. Sediment and erosion control provisions shall be employed during construction, as required by the
State of South Carolina and Horry County – this must occur immediately after lot clearing has been
completed and be maintained until landscaping begins.
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7. Builders are required to protect storm drains and culverts located on and near the property. Prior to clearing
the lot, straw filter socks, curb-style guards, and/or culvert covers must be installed.
8. Builders should use magnetic rollers daily to ensure that nails, screws and other hazardous building supplies
are removed from curbs and roads.
9. All planting, fixtures, fencing and landscaping which are damaged during construction or after by
vehicles, fire or other cause on or off site, including streets, shoulders and common areas, shall be
repaired or replaced by the Owner. Owner will be responsible for Builder's actions during construction.
Any clearing, grading, landscaping or building on site without written approval by the ARC will result
in suspension of work and denial of Creek Harbour rights to the Builder.

To enhance the adherence to this section the following shall be enforced:
Upon the first violation, the following actions may be enforced:
•
Immediate and complete forfeiture of the Contractor Construction Deposit.
•

Replenishment of the Contractor Construction Deposit to the required level.

•

Contractor must post a $10,000 bond with Creek Harbour POA. The bond will be held by the POA.
This bond is to be accompanied by the signing of a new Construction Agreement with the contractor
that states that they agree to this new arrangement contractually.

Upon the second and subsequent violations, the following actions may be enforced:
•

Immediate and complete forfeiture of the $10,000 bond, the Contractor Construction Deposit and
the Owner Construction / Landscaping Deposit.

•

Replenishment of the Contractor Construction Deposit and the Owner Construction / Landscaping
Deposit to the required level.

•

Immediate suspension of all activities until the contractor posts a $25,000 bond with the Creek
Harbour POA. This bond is to be accompanied by the signing of a new Construction Agreement
with the contractor that states that they agree to this new arrangement contractually.

10.

During construction, all trash, debris, and waste shall be contained daily in an on- site dumpster and tra sh
shall not be exposed to public view. Creek Harbour POA reserves the right to clean the site as needed
due to non-compliance, and the Owner will be charged for the cost of such work.

11.

Driveways must be graveled at least thirty-five (35) feet from street pavement – this must occur immediately
after lot clearing has been completed and be made to protect all curbing prior to any construction vehicle
entering the property. Gravel must be maintained until paved to minimize dirt from leaving the property.
Parking of all contractor and subcontractor vehicles will be on the street or graveled driveway only. No parking
on undeveloped lots.

12.

Drainage culverts, if needed, must be installed prior to construction and certified by the ARC.

13.

Contractor shall locate a hose bib with a hose in close enough proximity to the site entrance and exit that the
tires of all construction vehicles can be washed off prior to leaving the site - this must occur immediately after
lot clearing has been completed. In the event that contractor does not comply with this item the POA reserves
the right to clean the roads in front of the site and charge the homeowner/builder street cleaning fees. These
fees will be automatically taken from the replenishable Contractor Construction Deposit.
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d)

CONSTRUCTION VIOLATION/ENFORCEMENT SCHEDULE
(Applicable to both owners and contractors)

The following violation/enforcement schedule applies to both new construction and changes to existing properties.
Construction and landscape violations, whether assessed by the ARC to the owner or the contractor, will be:
Construction/Landscape Violations
1st Offense – Warning Letter
2nd Offense – Fine of $250.00
3rd Offense – Fine of $500.00
4th Offense – Fine of $2500.00
Unresolved recurring offense will be fined $2,500 every 90 days.
Unapproved Tree Removal – Fine of $250 each tree plus mitigation
Further, that the offender shall have 72 hours, excluding Sunday and holidays, to remedy the violation before the next
stage shall go into effect.
A fine of $2,500 will be assessed to the Builder each time a change to the exterior elevation is made without prior
written approval from the ARC.

End of Architectural Guidelines
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APPENDIX A: Application
CONSTRUCTION LOCATION
Lot Number:

Street:_________________________

OWNER INFORMATION
Name: ___________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________
Phone: _____________ Signature: _________________________ Date: ____________
Approval Requested:
Conceptual

Preliminary

Final

Addition/ Modification

DESIGN PROFESSIONAL
Firm Name: _________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________
Phone: __________________

CONTRACTOR
Firm Name: _________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________
Phone: __________________
SURVEYOR
Firm Name: _________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________
Phone: ________________
LANDSCAPE PROFESSIONAL
Firm Name: ______________________________________
Address: _________________________________________
Phone: ____________________
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APPENDIX B: Preliminary Design Review: Submittal
Requirements
The exhibits required for Preliminary Design Review are those traditionally called "Preliminary Plans".
Specifically, the following minimum drawings and information are required (2 copies):
1.
Tree Survey w i l l be prepared in accordance with any Horry County regulations, showing all existing site
features including topography, all trees in excess of 3" in diameter for hardwoods and 6" in diameter for pines, their
approximate spread, and all groupings of smaller trees and shrubs with an aggregate spread of ten (10') feet or more in
diameter and any other pronounced site features. Changes in topography will be highlighted. The ARC requests that
the tree survey be an overlay on the home’s actual site plan.
2.
The Site Plan must show in outline form adjacent residences (with approximate side yard window
location) and driveways. It must include major trees with those scheduled for removal marked with an "X". It
must locate the footprint of the proposed residence, the driveway, all appurtenant features such as decks, patios,
etc. as well as the respective setback lines. The Site Plan must also show the building's roof plan, including all
overhangs, ridgelines, dormers and slopes, and include the following information:
a. Lot Area (Size)
b. Home Square footage (heated and cooled space)
c. Base Flood Elevation I Flood Zone Designation
d. First Floor Elevation
e. Second Floor Elevation
f.
Height of Building Above Base Flood Elevation and Above Finished Grade
3.
Preliminary floor plans at a scale of 1/4" = 1’0" showing overall house dimensions, room sizes, windows
and doors. All rooms shall be labeled as to function.
4.
Preliminary elevations at a scale of 1/4"= 1’0" showing all exterior materials, windows, doors, decks,
etc. All sides of the residence shall be shown and all materials shall be labeled. All plans and elevations must be
fully legible to allow the Architectural Review Committee to make an accurate evaluation of the appropriateness
of the proposed design.
5.

A wall section at a scale of 3/4"=1’ 0" or greater.

6.
A completed Application marked “ Preliminary Design Review” (Appendix “A”), to be accompanied by
one set of plans signed and sealed by the architect.
7.

An Application Fee is also required, see Appendix “G.”

8.
Written acknowledgement and certification by the property owner that the proposed plans and home
are in compliance with all applicable deed restrictions.

The ARC's review, comments, requirements and suggestions will be provided to the owner’s and the
owner’s architect. When the preliminary plans are accepted, the architect may proceed with the Final
Construction Documents incorporating the ARC's review comments and requirements in the final design.
Revised preliminary plans, if required, must be resubmitted within sixty (60) days.
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APPENDIX C: Final Construction Documents Review:
Submittal Requirements
The Exhibits required for the Final Construction Documents Review phase are the final site plan, the final working
drawings, and specification documents in addition to updated drawings/documents from the Preliminary Design.
The following minimum drawings/documents/samples are required (2) copies:
1.

A final Site Plan showing all those items (updated) required for the preliminary review plus proposed
new topography and a complete site drainage plan, which will indicate how positive drainage would be
achieved. The final site plan will show the location of exterior HVAC units; type and location of all exterior
lighting fixtures (including those attached to the residence); all utility locations, meters and easements. The
Plan will show sidewalks, entry walk, gate posts and five (5) parking spaces. Also location of trash area
if not in garage, trees to be removed, lighting on gate posts, driveway dimensions, tree wells, landscaping
walls/ fences, bulk heads, and measurements showing driveway edge to lot line. The final site plan must
show any structure or structural amenity that is planned and for which approval is requested.
Note: Future proposed construction will not be shown unless details and plans are included. ARC approval
in writing of future construction will be specifically highlighted in the approval response to the homeowners.
"Cut Sheets" are required for all exterior lighting features.
Final floor plans at a scale of ¼”= 1’0” showing all pertinent information for a complete architectural

2.
plan.
3.

Exterior elevations at a scale of ¼” = 1’0” completely noted and detailed.

4.

A wall section at a scale of ¾”= l’0” or greater and other details as deemed necessary to completely
define the design and construction of the structure.

5.

Complete specifications defining materials, finish & color with complete notations on the drawings,
including catalogue cuts of all external lighting fixtures and windborne debris protection devices.

6.

A completed Final Construction Documents Review Application (Appendix “A”) Marked “Final.”

7.

As part of the required submittals for Final Construction Documents Review, the owner, architect, or
contractor must provide color samples of all exterior finishes of the residence, including, but not limited to
Shingles, 6 inch of siding, exterior trim, 12”x12” sample of stucco, if applicable, door colors, exterior accents and
shutters.

8.

Prior to releasing approved plans stamped by the ARC administrator, the ARC requires that the owner of the
proposed residence submit an Owner Construction/Landscaping Deposit to the ARC (see Appendix “G”). This
deposit is held in escrow and will be refunded, less any assessments or fines which may have been levied, to the
owner upon completion of the residence in accordance with the approved plans and final inspection and approval
by the ARC in writing.

9.

Payment of Final Design Application Fee, Owner Construction Impact Fee, and Contractor Construction
Deposit (see Appendix “G”).

10.

A Landscape Plan (can be submitted now but must be submitted before framing is complete).

11.

Once approved a PDF format copy of all drawings is required.

In addition, the table on the next page must be submitted with Appendix C and will be used to identify materials to
be used, their color and manufacturer:
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EXTERIOR FINISHES (APPENDIX C continued)
Lot # ________________
Sq Ft. First Floor Heated ______________ (Not including garage)
Sq. Ft. Second Floor Heated _______________
UnHeated Sq. Ft. ___________________
Item
Siding
Secondary Siding (if any)
Roof (Shingle)
Secondary Roof (if any)
Trim
Soffit
Chimney Cap
Roof Penetrations
Shutters (if any)
Accent
Front Door
Window Type
Brick
Mortar (style and color)
Stone (if any)
Hurricane Protection Type
Porch
Steps
Railings
Exterior Lights
Screening
Driveway
Garage Doors
Pillars
Walkways
Mailbox
Other

Color
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Manufacturer/ Material

APPENDIX D: Construction Agreement
CONTRACTOR: ____________________________________________________________________________________
S.C. License Number: _______________________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
CONSTRUCTION LOCATION
LOT NUMBER: ________

STREET: ______________________________________________________________

Owner: __________________________________________________________________________________________
(circle one)

New Construction

Changes to Existing Property

AGREEMENT
1) As contractor for the construction project described above, do hereby submit this agreement in good faith to the
Creek Harbour Architectural Review Committee for insurance that the construction will be implemented in
accordance with the final approved plans.
2) As owner for the construction project described above, do hereby submit this agreement in good faith to the
Creek Harbour Architectural Review Committee for insurance that the construction will be implemented in
accordance with the final approved plans.
I further agree that:
3) I have read the Architectural Review Committee Design and Landscaping Guidelines, Declaration of Covenants
and Restrictions and do agree to adhere to these in full understanding.
4) I agree to construct and fulfill the plans and specifications as approved for this project in the final review
by the Architectural Review Committee. Any changes to these plans and specifications will be first approved
by the Committee prior to implementation.
5) As the contractor, I am responsible for the behavior and actions of all workers contracted to do work on this
job while they are at Creek Harbour. I also agree that all subcontractors used on this project will carry workers
compensation and general liability insurance or as the general contractor, I will provide those coverages for them.
6) As the contractor, I understand that I am bound by the restrictions covered under Section 7, CONSTRUCTION
GUIDELINES.
7) As the owner, I have submitted the required Construction Deposit and fees and agree that all or part of the
deposit may be forfeited if the construction does not comply with the approved plans or if site maintenance or
corrective work because of damage to streets, road shoulders or common areas is required due to non-compliance
with the Guidelines.
8) I agree that all or part of the Construction Deposits may be forfeited if the landscaping is not installed within
90 days after receipt of the Certification of Occupancy and that a written request must be made to the committee
and approved for this extension.
Contractor’s Signature: ________________________________________ Date:___________
Property Owner's Signature

___________________________________Date:____________
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APPENDIX E: Post-Approval Changes Agreement
Once the Architectural Review Committee approves the presented final plans, the
expectations are that the house and landscape will be completed as approved.
Any changes the owner and/or builder wish to make regarding any aspect of the
exterior of the home, the hardscape or landscape, must be requested in writing
using the “Design Change, Tree Removal & Landscape Request Form” (see
Appendix “M”). Submission of a request does not guarantee approval and no
changes shall be made until they are reviewed by the ARC. The ARC will expedite
this process. Construction may be delayed until final approval is given in writing.
Failure to comply with this requirement may subject the owner and/or builder to
fines including, but not limited to, the partial or full forfeiture of any construction
and/or landscaping deposits. At the discretion of the ARC, additional fines may
also accrue until there is satisfactory compliance with this Agreement.

Owner Name (Print):

Lot #

_______________________________________

_________

Signature of Owner:

Date:

_______________________________________

___________________

Builder Name (Print):
_______________________________________
Signature of Builder:

Date:

_______________________________________

___________________
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APPENDIX F: Contractor Approval Checklist
Contractor must provide the following information to the ARC to get approval to
perform work in Creek Harbour. Copies of these documents will be submitted to
the current management company serving Creek Harbor POA.
Provide all state, county, and local licenses
Proof of Workers Compensation insurance
Proof of general liability insurance.
Proof and amounts of any and all bonds held in relationship with this
project
Disclosure of any speculative construction underway or unsold in which the
contractor has financial interest. List:

Contractor Signature: _______________________________________

Date: ___________________
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APPENDIX G: Fee and Escrow Schedule
All fees and deposits and refunds will be processed via the current management company under
contract by Creek Harbour POA at the time of the transaction. Individual checks will be made
payable to Creek Harbour POA, Inc. and be accompanied by Appendix K.
Application Fee (determined by the ARC and non-refundable)
New Build Design Application Fee (non-refundable)
(reduced to $900 when follows $300 Application Fee)
Final Design Application Fee (for modifications to existing properties)
Owner Design Change Fee (non-refundable)*
Owner Construction Impact Fee (non-refundable)
Owner Construction/Landscaping Deposit (potentially refundable)
(replenishable to maintain a $4000 level)
Contractor Construction Deposit (potentially refundable)
(replenishable to maintain a $5000 level)
Significant Change to Existing Properties Fee (non-refundable)

up to $300
$1200
up to $600
$120/hour
$1200
$4000
$5000
$120/hour

* One (1) change to an approved final design submission will not be charged.
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APPENDIX H: Changes to Existing Properties Fee and
Escrow Determination
This Appendix establishes guidance on how the ARC will determine if an owner is required to pay fees
and/or make an escrow deposit in conjunction with a request for a change to an existing property. In some
cases, a change could be almost as complex and on a similar scale as new construction. The ARC will use the
following criteria for determining if owner seeking an approval for a change would be required to pay fees
and make a deposit. Unlike new home construction which requires construction fees to be paid when final
plans are submitted, the construction fee, impact fee and escrow deposits will be determined after plans have
been reviewed and finalized. In some cases, the construction fee will be billed at an hourly rate, up to the cap.
(1)-Application Fee: Established for the purpose of recovering administrative costs and/or the cost
of the community contracted architect, landscape designer and/or arborist for any change that requires
architectural review. This fee is capped at $300.
(2)-Final Design Application Fee: Established for the purpose of recovering the cost of the
community contracted architect. For changes, this fee is capped at 50 percent the construction fee for new
home construction.
(3)-Construction Impact Fee: Established for the purpose of recovering the cost of the community’s
long-term maintenance of community infrastructure that is significantly impacted by heavy equipment and
construction activity. For changes, this fee is capped at 50 percent the impact fee for new home construction.
(4)-Owner Construction/Landscaping Deposit: This deposit is established to help ensure that fines
and costs incurred by the owner as a result of violations are paid. For changes to existing properties, this
deposit is capped at 50 percent of the escrow deposit for new home construction.
(5)-Contractor Deposit: This deposit is established to help ensure that fines and costs incurred by
the builder as a result of violations are paid. For changes to existing properties, this deposit is capped at 50
percent of the escrow deposit for new home construction.
Below are basic categories of change requests. Each category is assigned numerals to indicate the fees and/or
escrow deposit listed above which may be required for each change to an existing property. It is understood
that these can occur independently or combined on a single change request. These assignments are guidelines
and the ARC may waive any of these based upon the complexity and scale of the change to the existing
property. The ARC may also consult with the architect to help in the determination of the need for
architectural review.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Roof line changes (attached additions) (1,2,3,4,5)
Grading and/or drainage changes or changes to terrain (1,3,4,5)
Outbuilding (1,2,3,4,5)
Driveways, walkways and parking (1,3,4,5)
Landscaping change greater than 25% of yard (1,3,4,5)
Tree removal (3)
New Pool (1,2,3,4,5)
Pool Renovation (1,3,4)
Fencing, walls, retaining walls (1,4)
Trellis, arbors, gazebos, pergolas (1,3,4,5)
Changes in exterior colors/roof material or color (1, 2, 4, 5)
Exterior Lighting (1)
Fountains (1, 4, 5)
Mailboxes (1, 4, 5)
Solar Panel Installation (1)
Sports Equipment (1)
Generator (1,4, 5)

To determine if or which fees and/or if an escrow deposits is required, each category contained in the Change
Request will be reviewed and the required criteria determined for that category and the resulting fee/escrow
deposit determined by using the criteria stated above.
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APPENDIX I: Owner’s Responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Submit to Management Company a completed Application for all new
construction or an Design Change or Landscape Request Form for all changes
to existing properties.
Submit required information for contractor approval.
Provide complete set of drawings, documents, fees and deposit as required
(ARC Preliminary Design Review will not start until received).
Insure that no physical work, other than bush hogging and surveys, are
preformed until written approval from the ARC has been received and the
contractor has been approved by the Board.
Insure that any common areas used by the construction project are maintained
or if damaged, are repaired. All damages must be repaired to the satisfaction of
the ARC.
Insure that their Contractors are restricted from entering any other lot not owned
by the applicant without written permission from the owner of those properties
(copy to Management Company).
Compliance with all laws, codes, and ordinances of any governmental agency
or body.
Determination of environmental restrictions, drainage, and grading
requirements, and all surface and subsurface soil conditions.
Determination of structural, mechanical, electrical, and all other technical
aspects of a proposed design that can only be determined by a competent
architect, engineer, contractor, or other similar professional.
Compliance with the Declaration and Guidelines.
Performance or quality of work of any contractor or subcontractor.
Accuracy of all stakeouts and surveys.

Owner Name (Print):

Lot #

_______________________________________

_________

Signature of Owner:

Date:

_______________________________________

___________________
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APPENDIX J: Request to Bush Hog an Undeveloped Lot
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APPENDIX K: Record of Deposits and Release

Creek Harbour Architectural Review Committee
Construction and Record of Deposits and Release
Contact Information
Lot #:
Owner(s):
Address:
Day Phone:
Evening Phone:
E-mail Address:
Builder Name:
Builder Phone:
Fees:
Item
Application Fee
Total Final Design Application Fee (non-refundable)
Owner Design Change Fee (non-refundable) * $120/hour
* One (1) change to an approved final design submission will not be charged.
Owner Construction Impact Fee (non-refundable)
Owner Construction/Landscaping Deposit (potentially refundable)
Contractor Construction Deposit (potentially refundable)
Fees Due for New Construction Authorization
Additional Owner Design Change Fee ($120/hour)
Record of Deposits and Release:
Received From:
Amount $
Project Authorization:
(signature/title)

Cost
$300.00
$1,200.00
$0.00
$1,200.00
$4,000.00
$5,000.00
$11,400.00

Hour(s)

$

Date:
Date:

$ 4,000 Potentially Refundable Owner Construction/Landscaping Deposit:
Amount Withheld:
Reason(s):
Amount Refunded:
Received by:

Date:

$ 5,000 Potentially Refundable Contractor Construction/Landscaping Deposit:
Amount Withheld:
Reason(s):
Amount Refunded:
Received by:

Date:

Page 1 of 1

Revised 5/15/20
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APPENDIX L: Contractor Gate Code Form
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APPENDIX M: Design Change, Tree Removal and
Landscape Request
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APPENDIX N: Revision History
5/27/2020 (5th Revision)
•

Modified Appendix K to reflect Owner Construction Impact Fee increase from $1,000 to
$1,200.

12/01/2019 (4th Revision)
•

Moved Site Planning and Landscape Guidelines ahead of Building Design Guidelines to
improve flow. Split the content into two sections to improve clarity. Reordered some
paragraphs.

•

Revised Landscape Guidelines section to simplify and improve clarity.

•

2(a): revised “…or more DBH (diameter at breast height of four feet) or any pine tree eighteen
(18) inches or more DBH.”

•

2(b): added ..” or removal” of dead trees.

•

3(g): Added Foundation Height Inspection.

•

5(b): Removed 1-gallon plants from Minimum Requirements Chart and reallocated gallonage.
Added verbiage on using deer resistant/tolerant plants.

•

6(n): Added new recommendations on shutters.

•

6(p): Added verbiage regarding solar panel installation and satellite dishes.

•

7: Added specification requirements for permanent basketball hoops.

•

8(b): Added contractor regulation to not use Creek Harbour roads or undeveloped lots to deposit
much, dirt or other landscape materials.

•

8(c)8: Added builders should use magnetic rollers daily to remove nails, etc. from roads and
curbs.

•

8(c)9: Clarified enforcement section.

•

Appendix C: Added submittal of a Landscape Plan.

•

Appendix G: Removed tree removal impact fee.

•

Appendix H: Added fee(s) for Pool Renovation and Solar Panel Installation. Removed
Sidewalks (included in Driveways, walkways and parking), revised wording to emphasize fees
may be charged.

01/01/2019 (3rd Revision)
•

2(a): Changed “approval” to “application” and added for the purposes of assessing an impact
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fee.
•

2(b): Changed “approval” to “application and added replacing roofing materials.

•

3(f): Added requirement to retain four (4) to five (5) foot of sod along the street.

•

4(q): Increased screen walls from four (4) feet to five (5) feet to accommodate new heat pump
units and generators.

•

6(c): Changed from the curb to lot line pins for measuring setback and added reference to the
Roadside Buffer Clearing Policy.

•

6(g): Changed maximum of fences from five feet to six feet and added that columns must be
finished with a top cap.

•

6(q): Added mitigation for removing trees and an example.

•

6(q)1: Changed eight (8) to (6) inches for pine trees and four (4) to (3) inches for hardwoods to
match the Tree Survey information located in existing Appendix B.

•

6(q)2: Removed size of pine trees and added the requirement for an application for the purposes
of assessing an impact fee. Removed “dead,” and added that the ARC may contract with a
certified Arborist.

•

7(d)10: Changed twenty-five (25) to thirty-five (35) foot temporary gravel driveway.

•

Appendix B: Exterior Finishes: added not including garage when stating sq. ft. first floor
heated.

•

Appendix G: Added tree removal impact fee.

•

Appendix H: Added the use of a landscape designer and/or arborist and changed the tree
requirement to impact fee per tree only.

06/01/2018 (2nd Revision)
•

1(g): Updated titles of the fees.

•

1(h): Added wording that any item in violation of the Guidelines and/or the Covenants but
overlooked in the review and approval process must be changed, corrected or removed.

•

(2): Added a new section of When to Make Application to the ARC.

•

3(b)(c): Modified to reflect the updated titles of the fees and the additional replenishable
Contractor Construction Deposit.

•

3(f): Add pre-clearing and pre-construction lot preparation and approval procedures.

•

4(b): Added wording that designs which fit within the setbacks, but which in the opinion of the
ARC overwhelm the Lot will not be approved.

•

4(e): Added wording about roof and chimney flashing, as well as matching the color of roof
penetrations to shingles.
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•

4(f): Added wording that chimney exterior finish shall be brick or stucco over masonry and
include a shroud.

•

4(h): Added wording regarding Garages cited from the Covenants.

•

4(i): Removed the restriction that all front doors must be wood.

•

4(q): Added wording generators and satellite disks.

•

5: Added wording regarding recreational and sports equipment as well as Creek Harbour Rules
and Regulations set by the Board of Directors.

•

6(b): Added wording regarding Bush Hogging and that garage entrances shall not face the front of
the Lot (front being the front of the dwelling) and shall not be visible from traffic entering the
property from Wilderness Drive.

•

6(h): Changed fence heights from six feet to five feet for residential fencing.

•

6(k): Changed the Exterior Lighting to be more specific.

•

6(l): Added wording to clarify pools and pool equipment screening. Added that fountains must
be approved by the ARC.

•

6(n): Added wording that builders are required to have an onsite review with an ARC
representative after sidewalk forms are in place and before the actual cement pour.

•

6(o): Added wording at the end regarding minimum requirements, attention to variety and a
requirement for the landscaper to sign off.

•

6(q): Added recommended type, size and number of plants to be used when landscape screening
is approved.

•

6(r): Added Tree Policy and Removal Procedure and fine for unapproved tree removal.

•

7(a): Added wording that a potentially refundable Owner Construction/Landscaping deposit and
Contractor Construction Deposit is required by the ARC

•

7(b): Added wording that if the builder makes any change to the exterior elevation without
written prior approval from the ARC, a $2,500 fine, per occurrence, may be assessed to the
builder. Owners will be notified of all fines.

•

7(c): Added verbiage that contractors and their subs will use specified Gate Code, must wear shoes
and shirts while at the jobsite, must adhere to the 25 MPH speed limit and changed the construction
hours for Saturdays to 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM.

•

7(d)5: Sediment and erosion control provisions must be maintained until landscaping begins. Also
added wording that builders are responsible for the curbing at and near the property.

•

7(e): Added 90 days recurring fine after 4th Offense to the Construction Fine/Violation Schedule and
that a fine of $2,500 will be assessed to the Builder each time a change to the exterior elevation is
made without prior approval from the ARC.
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•

Changed Appendix “G” to add an Application Fee (non-refundable) of up to $300, change the
title of the fees, require the Owner’s Construction/Landscaping Deposit to be replenishable and
require a replenishable Contractor Construction Deposit (potentially refundable) of $5000.

•

Changed Appendix “H” to add an Application Fee, change fee titles, and reconstruct criteria
which establish the requirements for payments of fees and/or escrow deposit.

•

Added Appendix “J”: Request to Bush Hog an Undeveloped Lot form.

•

Added Appendix “K”: Construction and Record of Deposits and Releases form.

•

Added Appendix “L”: Request for Gate Code form.

•

Added Appendix “M”: Design Change, Tree Removal and Landscape Request form.

•

Added Appendix “N”: Revision History

08/16/2016 (1st Revision)
•

7(d)5: Added wording to require builders to protect storm drains and culverts located on and near
the property. Prior to clearing the lot, filter socks, curb-style guards, and/or culvert covers must be
installed.

•

Appendix “H”: Reduced Construction Impact Fee from $2,000 to $1,000 per HOA Board

11/26/2104 (First Changes Made to Original Guidelines from Developer)
•

Modified number of copies required from 2 to 3 to provide copies for Property Management
Company, ARC and Architect.

•

Changed wording of portable toilet placement.

•

Changed wording of dumpster placement.

•

Added more guidance for timing of the installation of portable toilet, temporary stone for driveway,
dumpster and sediment and erosion control.

•

Added notification that owners are responsible for determining that subcontractors have general
liability insurance, workers compensation and required licenses.

•

Defined holidays to “federal” holidays.

•

Modified contractor hours.

•

Added form to outline owner responsibilities.

•

Added fines/ penalties for construction violations.

•

Provided guidelines for wetlands and wetland buffer.
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